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 Who are you?

 How do you win and lose influence?

 Request from today’s session

 Up to 1 minute

Check-in



 Rapport

 Listening

 Influence

 Conflict

What we will address today..
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Establishing rapport relies on the art of building and sustaining high quality 
relations. For the sales person –customer relation, this is the Alpha and the 
Omega.

1. Create a space that is safe, focused, hygienic and boundaried enough

2. Balance Challenge and Support

3. Establish the quality of your relation by increasing the risk it can survive

4. Lead by example

Rapport: Building Quality Relations with your 
customers 



1. Authentic: they integrate genuine aspects of our personality with reasonable 
effort 

2. Reciprocal: there is a good balance of give and take 

3. Mutually Beneficial: they serve individual and collective common goals

4. Positively Trustworthy: intention and outcome has been established over time

Rapport: Sustainable Relations are…
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Safe

Risky

Counter
productive

Unethical

Rapport: Managing Risk



 In groups of ….

 Establish individual specific goals

 Share your relevant anxieties and aspirations when it comes to 
customer relations

 Indicate the specific type of support you would like from your 
colleagues

 Share an observation about each other

 Duration: 20 minutes

Exercise 1



Do use eye contact appropriately 

Do paraphrase and summarise

Do ask for clarification

Display reflective patience 

Do test assumptions

Don’t give uninvited advice

Don’t interrupt frequently

Don’t refer to similar cases of your own constantly

Don’t overwhelm with multiple questions

Don’t rush into conclusions or solutions

Listening
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Influence is a determining leadership aspect and  is achieved primarily 

through managing relations, exchanging information and securing 

resources. In the long run, it is determined through leading by 

example.

Influence
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An ounce of practice is worth more than tons of 
preaching

M. Ghandi



People watch what we say and do

They listen to what we say we do

Primarily though, they look out for who we say we are

Consistency between what we say we are and who we are, renders as “leaders 

by example”: and this is, mid and long-term, a potent influence enhancer; as well 

as the key to excellence in customer relations

Influence: Leading by Example
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 Supporting yourself 

 Inviting feedback

 “Getting it wrong”

 Voicing your opinion when you deem it appropriate

 “Being” instead of “doing”

 Being neither compliant nor reactive

Authenticity: How to 



Perception is vital in:

 Receiving and transmitting information (decision making data/propaganda)

 Identifying patterns (such as parallel process)

 Distinguishing between content and process

 Discovering the other’s intention (protective, controlling etc)

 Linguistically reading subtle messages between the lines

 Knowing when you are subjected to flattery, passive aggression, terrorism, 

withdrawal etc

 Understanding the other, whether through empathy or cognition

Influence: Perception



Model of Influence II 

Control Influence Don’t know No control

Decrease the amount of aspects you control; maximise the items you can 
influence through delegation; find out about the “unknowns” and assign them 
under one of the other 3 categories. Stop procrastinating and protesting by 
going over things you can’t control; it’s a loser’s game.



1. In triads

2. Go over your presence in the workshop so far

3. Identify how you have led by example and the impact this has had on 
others and your influence

4. Support  the competency and exchange developmental feedback

5. Rotate

6. Duration: 15 minutes

Exercise 2



 By definition the two sides share more with each other than with 
those they are not in conflict with

 The existence of common ground is therefore an inevitability

Conflict in Customer Relations





Oversimplification
: Not adequately 
exploring causes, 
effects, history, 
potential etc.

Polarisation:
Adopting the sane, 

healthy, moral, rational, 
righteous position and 
attributing the immoral, 

insane, unhealthy, 
irrational, wrong 

position

Triangular 
Configuration: 

Victim-
Perpetrator-

Rescuer

Conflict: Basic Platforms



Conflict: An Individual Choice



Destructive

Enhancing

Developmental

Homeostatic

Conflict: Potential Outcomes



Your Questions

You can contact us @Info@impactpcs.com

www.linkedin.com/company/impactpcs/
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Coaching for Impact, equips trainee and beginner coaches with an A to Z of executive 
coaching and engages seasoned practitioners to an uncompromised pursuit of excellence 

by pushing the boundaries of leadership coaching. It will appeal to executive and 
leadership coaches at all levels, including those in training.

You can contact us @Info@impactpcs.com
or order your copy @ https://executivecoaching.me/#order

Coaching for Impact by Vassilis Antonas 
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THANK YOU


